INSTRUCTIONS
ABOUT PERSPECTIVE
Many people have never had the opportunity
to talk about their beliefs with anyone. perspective provides a disarming approach, allowing
others to share their perspective about five
important topics: nature of god, human nature,
meaning of life, identity of jesus, and source of
spiritual truth. In each category, participants
choose the card which best represents what
they believe, and then tell you what they believe and why. Since perspective looks and feels
like a card game, it helps you relax and enjoy
the conversation.
perspective allows you to come alongside others
in their spiritual journey. As you ask questions
and listen well, opportunities will arise to have
significant conversations about Jesus. Sharing
the gospel is easy and comfortable as you
identify people’s barriers to faith, and converse
about who God is and what He has done for us.

PERSPECTIVE INSTRUCTIONS 1

questionnaire

1) Choose the card that best represents your
view of god.
a. I’d like to hear more. Tell me more about that.
b. What brought you to that view?
c. How does your view of God affect your life
day-to-day?

2) Choose the cards that best represent the
meaning and purpose of life .
a. Tell me more. Why are those purposes important to you?
b. How do you evaluate what the meaning and
purpose of life is?
c. If you look at your life honestly, are you living
out those purposes or different ones?

3) Choose the card that best describes human
nature to you.
a. Tell me more about that.
b. What’s influenced how you view human nature?
c. Do you think that humans have always been
that way or will always be that way?

4) Choose the card that best represents your
view of jesus.
a. What do you think Jesus really said and did?
What was his life about?
b. How did you come to that view of Jesus?
c. How does your view of Jesus affect how you
view God?

5) Choose the cards that best represent how
you discover spiritual truth.
a. How have those sources shaped what you
believe?
b. How do you know that those are the best ways
to find spiritual truth?
c. How important is it to you to take time and
energy to explore what’s true and why you
believe it?

6) Of all the cards you’ve chosen, which ones
are most relevant to the life you want to live?
7) Which ones are most relevant to the afterlife you want to have?

(Note: Don’t feel like you need to ask every question. If you don’t have much time, ask only the a
and b questions. Download additional perspective questionnaires at perspectivecards.com).

NATURE OF GOD:

POLYTHEISM

GOD
GOD
GOD

UNIVERSE

GOD

GOD

There are many gods.

=GOD

= UNIVERSE

MEANING & PURPOSE OF LIFE:

DESCENDANTS

To make sure that the human species,
your own family line, or your own culture
lives a long time into the future.

HUMAN NATURE:

BROKEN

People were originally created to be pure
and good. However, people are now born
wanting to be good, but are selfish and
do bad things.

=GOOD

= BAD

JESUS WAS:

A GREAT SPIRITUAL LEADER

be goo
d

Jesus was not God, but a teacher or
prophet who communicated ideas that
agree with other religions or philosophies.

SOURCE OF SPIRITUAL TRUTH:

HARD EVIDENCE

Only believing what you can see with your
own eyes, or hear with your own ears.

